WHY ARDENT?
BECAUSE WE REVOLUTIONIZE THE WAY
ORGANIZATIONS LOOK AT LEARNING.

CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE
The way people learn has remained unchanged, but how learning assets
are delivered has continued to evolve. Because of this, Ardent takes a
holistic approach to learning through six primary pillars, called our centers

Who We Are

Ardent Learning is a custom learning solution
provider. Ardent helps organizations thrive
through their people by unlocking their potential
and improving business performance.

of excellence. Through our industry expertise in these areas, our custom
learning programs accelerate business results for an organization’s
greatest asset: its employees.

OUR CONSULTATIVE APPROACH
Creating a custom learning solution is a blend of science and art. Our
teams analyze many factors and data points for each organization we work
with to recommend the solutions that will spark action in an organization’s
people. We know that each organization has its own particular technical
environment, business challenges, goals, brand, and culture. Throughout
the years, we’ve worked with countless organizations to solve their
challenges through learning with customized solutions that work for
them and their unique business. Because our work is customized to each
client, we are able to easily scale our solutions to match business needs,
and many of our current clients have grown their programs with us after
achieving success.

ARDENT’S CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

CREATIVE

TECHNOLOGY

All learning assets are architected with the learner and

Designing engaging and interactive learning

Offering technology solutions and services that

the business goals in mind. After organizational needs

experiences for all learning styles is what motivates this

align with an organization’s technical environment

are assessed, this team can identify gaps between

group. Ardent’s team delivers learner-centric designs

enables a seamless integration for a learning

your desired and current performance. Using this

that drive engagement, leveraging different modalities

solution. Ardent partners with the best and brightest

knowledge, Ardent’s team determines the best blend

that integrate well with our clients’v environments for

software developers to blend behavioral science,

of course content and activities for the learner.

different learning styles.

art, and technology.

CLASSROOM FACILITATION

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

LEARNING ACHITECTURE

Ardent’s talented facilitation professionals inspire your

Plan and execute to ensure all engagements stay on

Our Learning Architect develops comprehensive

team(s) through highly engaged learning environments.

track and up to our quality standards. Ardent’s project

learning strategies that combine learning tools,

We coordinate, manage, and facilitate interactive

management team is dedicated to making sure all of

platforms, and course content into solutions that are

classroom training to supercharge your learning in the

our projects kick off with an aligned definition of what

impactful to our client’s organization and deliver a

environments you choose.

success looks like and how we are going to get there

best-in-class learning experience.

with our clients.

ARDENT BY THE NUMBERS:

27 1,300 500k

Years in Business

Learning Systems Launched

Learners Inspired

Ardent’s consultative approach blends strong instructional design,

THEIR KNOWLEDGE IN THE
INDUSTRY IS UNSURPASSED.
THEY DON’T JUST TRAIN,
THEY TRANSFORM.

creative, sharp business acumen, and innovative technology to deliver
impactful experiences for all learning types. Our solutions inspire and
spark action in an organization’s greatest asset: its employees.

— CLIENT SINCE 2005

Looking for more information?

HEAD TO ARDENTLEARNING.COM
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